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Sprint-Layout's logical and clear structure is very easy to learn.n You can focus on what matters most: optimized PCB design.
It's easy!n You don't need to spend a lot of time to fine-tune the design of a printed circuit: you can do it right in the process of
work at any stage. , create and print. n Backlit LCD tools for comfortable viewing of the circuit on a computer or laptop screen.
n Calculations and simulations to add electrical, mechanical and electronic characteristics. Key Features and Benefits The easy-
to-understand interface makes working on the circuit board intuitive.n Duplicate search and filtering and error correction
functions make work as fast and easy as possible.n PN-Filter Designer provides new ways to work with boards. The largest
catalog of textures - a unique collection of over 16,000 texture samples for use in FabLabÂ® - we provide you with all the
necessary attributes to help you achieve optimal editing.n Edit text directly on paper boards.n Rapid prototyping in FastReport -
complete freedom for creativity and flexibility.n Now you can design PCBs from multiple sources at once.n Different board
formats are easily available for printing. Use even the smallest boards to prototype and build designs that are easy to print.n
Core Includes - Comprehensive component base that contains over 100,000 popular components: electrical, electronic and
mechanical characteristics.n Advanced functionality: improved interface, search tools and a list of features to make your work
easier.n SoftimageÂ® development environment.n Compatible with Windows CEÂ® 5 and above. Materials and types of
materials Most boards are glued to paper. Coated boards can be printed or sprayed onto fiberglass or metallized film. The weld
material for 3D printing is usually about 2 mm thick. FabLabs Russia provides workers at the factories of the electronic
component base, and also provides access to this equipment. All materials and equipment can be purchased from our
organization.
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